





This chapter presents background of study, statement of problem, research 
objective, and significance of research, previous study and definition of key terms.  
 
1.1 Background of Study 
Human is social living being, who always need company in their life. It is so 
hard to imagine that they should live alone without anyone to accompany them. 
They always need others in order to facilities their efforts to provide themselves 
with their necessities of life. To carry out the corporation among others, they need 
a mean of communication which is called language. As social beings, people need 
to do interaction and communication with another through a medium call 
language. Language is a principle means of communication for the human beings 
in their daily life.  
The language is used to express the ideas, feelings and build relationship 
among them. People cannot do their activities well without using language. By 
using language, they can describe their feelings, emotion and thought more 
effectively to achieve the purpose of interaction. They cannot respond to an 
utterance or react to a stimulus if they do not what they say and write. Lyons 
(1981: 3) writes, “A language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol by means of 
which social group cooperates”.  Language is the principle means of human being 
to communicate with each other. It is used to expressed our reaction to certain 
situation, and reveal our thoughts, ideas, emotions and feelings. When we speak 
or write the word that we say or write are not just arranged, accepted according to 
the rules. To express thoughts, thoughts or feeling, we must choose the right word 
and arrange words that are in accordance with the rules of the language. A set of 
rules that underlie the use of language or what we use for instruction called 
grammar.  
Actually, communication is basically a social process. It is not only spoken 
and written language to communicate, but also with wide variety action. 
Communication is the act of using words, sounds, signs, or behaviors to express 
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or exchange information or to express your ideas, thoughts, feeling, etc., to 
someone else  (Webster, 2017). Communication can be built if there is an 
understanding between speaker and hearer in other word, the source person and 
target person. The main aim is to indicate something or some relation or even 
some and significant. If the hearer cannot comprehend the meaning of the speaker 
try to reveal, the meaning won‟t be delivered.  
Language is arbitrary or primary communication system for human being 
language is system that relates sound on gestures to meaning. Fernandez and 
Cairns (2010: 26-27) said that, all language are profoundly similar, even though 
thousands of languages are spoken in the future. The statement above is true that 
all language is the same, even though the language is very deep. The grammar and 
spelling are just a different structure. Language is important as a means of 
communication for all people in the world. Therefore, it is important to use the 
language correctly. Especially, when they need understanding the meaning of 
context.  
Meaning is important to understand to study words terms phrase and 
sentences. The writer will be able to explain very clearly in order to understand 
about meaning it, because the meaning is important to understanding. Griffiths 
(2006: 10) stated in introduction to English semantics and pragmatics that, 
“Sentence meaning and word meaning utterance meaning is a necessary fiction 
that linguistic doing of semantics and pragmatics have to work with“. It is because 
every word, phrase and sentence has a meaning but the language without meaning 
is meaningless. The language is true while there is a need to fiction of linguistics 
to communicate of human. The speaker is the producing strings of words that they 
are meaningful to other speaker.  
From meaning we can learn and know about the kind of meaning, how the 
meaning it feel, how the meaning can learn from another aspect such as from 
figurative language. Because of the figurative languages is a style that comparing 
something with something else, means trying to find traits that show talking about 
it. Figurative language prioritized implicit meaning, so that capturing meaning of 
the message is done through interpretation first. The use of language is done as a 
way to attract certain effect, so as to receive messages that are more interested. 
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One of the figurative languages that can be enjoyed is in the form of a lyric in a 
song, with the addition of musical instruments in it can make the figurative 
language sound of melodious and can be enjoyed by listener.  
Enjoy the figurative language it can be most enjoyed with there an 
instrument music. Because of music is the most common thing in people‟s daily 
life, music can produce various effects over the listener. What makes music 
special is its relationship to language. Both music and language, for instance, are 
unique to the species, both unfold over time, both have syntactic properties and 
both make use of sound. Indeed the nation that music is language is the basis for 
some of the most prevalent metaphors used to describe music (Zbikowski M. 
Lawrence, 2008: 168).  
In music there are song lyrics. A song lyric is an artistic form of auditory 
communication incorporating instrument or vocal tones in a structured and 
continuous manner. It can be concluded that a lyrics is one of literary works, 
which completes and beautifies the song and makes the listener feel more 
interested in listening to it (Awe, 2003: 26). Has become complete unity in 
literary works that the song lyrics will be more enjoyable if added musical 
instrument and make listener much more enjoy the music along with the lyrics. 
Especially, if the lyrics contain meaning in accordance with the feelings 
experienced at the time by the listener and certainly drifted into the atmosphere of 
the song.  
There are so many genres which are familiar worldwide, for example: pop, 
jazz, rock, classic, rap, and others. Every music genre has their own characteristic, 
especially in their lyrics, tones, and instrument. Every genre or type of music in its 
development is certain to be the development of music or previous bands that 
managed to spread influence to previous generation musicians or bands. It can be 
proven, like rock 'n' roll music that has the musical roots of the blues. Heavy 
metal is a combination of psychedelic music and blues, as well as other music 
such as rock, pop, and punk, disco. 
Punk music itself is not just born suddenly in the community. But the music 
that previously existed also had a role in the birth of this music. Music punk is the 
same, just like other types of the music; it will be identified as a new type of 
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music after achieving its intact form. This is in line with Ronald Byrnside's (1975:  
161) opinion that each type of music usually follows a pattern of development 
consisting of the stages of formation, crystallization and set back. 
(Siregar, 2018) Green Day, a United Stated punk rock band, in 2004 
released the album "American Idiot" and contained a song of the same name 
"American Idiot". If it is heard specifically, the distinctive feature of this song is 
its short duration (only about 2 minutes) and the vocalist's voice in addition to the 
chorus and the ending part of the song that is never accompanied by the sound of 
his rhythmic guitar instrument. The rest, the most important of this song is clearly 
the sound of the musical instruments that are loud and the tempo of the song is 
fast. 
The main source of the idea of the song "American Idiot" was when 
guitarist and vocalist Billy Joe Armstrong heard a song called "That's How I like 
It" by Lynn Skynyrd. The song told about the pride of the singer to be a "redneck" 
designation for you southern Americans who are considered identical to lifestyle 
conservative and antipasti towards people other than theirs (subtle language from 
racists). Feeling disagree with the ideas of the song then got the idea to make a 
song that expressed his own opinion. And "American Idiot" was created. 
The "American Idiot" lyrics are controversial, containing allusions to the 
condition of the United States government at that time. In the lyrics it contains 
words that smelled of incitement or criticism for the social conditions of the 
United States of America when George W. Bush's tenure was where public 
opinion was controlled by the mass media. The song can also be called a political 
song because the lyrics tend to criticize certain groups and are released close to 
the United States election period in 2004. (R.E.T, 2011) 
The researcher interested to analyze Green Day in “American Idiot” album, 
because of the content of the songs generally indicates social criticism to the 
government and social political condition in the era of George W. Bush. The 
lyrics show displeasure of songwriter to the government, even in the song 
“American Idiot” can be called Anti-American song because the title is harassing. 
Writer also interested song lyrics by Green Day, because most of people know 
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about them and their songs, not only in their country, but also in the other country 
such Indonesia. 
In a song, author can express the thoughts and feeling conveyed through the 
song and the lyrics. However not all of listeners can understand what the thoughts 
or the feeling conveyed by the author, because not all lyrics in songs have primary 
meaning. Many song lyrics have hidden meanings, so listeners are often confused 
with the meaning of song lyrics. In the Green Day song lyrics, the writer try to 
find out the meaning and try to explain the meaning of this song with take from 
kind of figurative language it is Metaphor.  Based on reason, it brings the writer of 
the research to analysis.  
Metaphor is one of figurative languages which is the most common and 
widely used it. Simpson (2004: 41) said that a metaphor is process of mapping 
between two different conceptual domains. The target domain is the topic or 
concept that you draw upon in order to create the metaphorical construction. So 
the metaphors can describe a source domain while the meaning is truth. When she 
draws a thing are to meaning different on it, the first meaning is original of the 
sentence and the second is meaning of mapping of the metaphors or only to the 
imagination. The function of metaphor are to describe of imagination of interpret 
of the speaker or writers. Simpson said that the relationship between metaphor 
and simile, that they are differences. Metaphor is describes as figure of speech 
that makes a comparison between two things that are basically dissimilar.  
In other words, it describes one thing in term of another. A simile is 
rhetorical of figure expressing comparison or likeness that directly comperes two 
objects through some connective word such as like, as, so, then, or many verbs 
such as resembling.  
The metaphor itself has a unique meaning. It means that the use of language 
is to refer to something other than what it was originally applied to, or what it 
„literally‟ means, in order to suggest some resemblance or to make a connection 
between two things (Moon and Knowles, 2006: 3). 
Metaphor particularly increases learning of the idea units strongly related to 
the metaphors. Thus, metaphor can be used increase learning of particular 
material in text Joan K. et al (1995: 7). Learning metaphor is very important to 
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avoid and error in interpreting it then prevent misunderstanding between subject 
who use metaphor and the object who receive it. For example in Adele song lyrics 
“turn my sorrow into treasured gold”, means to turn all the sadness of 
relationship brought her into happiness when she found someone better. Adele use 
subjective metaphor to beauty her song lyric. 
Song is one that belongs to the literary work, because the song contains an 
aesthetic value for anyone who listens to it. In a song, of course there are lyrics 
and music. According to Sumani in Nugroho (2010) “Song lyric is also basically 
included into literary work and genre of literary, because lyric is literary work 
(poetry) that contains emotional version and arranges word of a song”. 
Sometimes, people find difficulties to understand what composer means in a song, 
because not all messages or lyrics delivered have the same meaning.  
In this research the researcher focus for analyzing metaphor. And the object 
to focus to analysis is one of famous band in United Stated. Green Day was part 
of the California punk scene. The band independently released in 1989 with three 
personnel‟s, Billie Joe Armstrong as a guitar player and vocalist, Mike Dint as a 
bass player, and Al Sobrante as a drummer. American Idiot album was released in 
2004. In this case, writer is interested to analyze song lyrics by Green day in the 
album of “American Idiot”.  
Theoretically, this study contributes to increasing knowledge about 
metaphors especially in semantic studies. Besides, this research is also useful for 
readers to know and understand the types and meanings of metaphors in song 
lyrics. By understanding these things, can help readers to be motivated to examine 
metaphors using different objects. 
 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
The statements of the problem that will be examined by the researcher are as 
follow: 
1. What types of metaphor are used in Green Day songs? 





1.3 Research Objective 
Research objective is to find out answers of the question through application 
of scientific procedures. The researcher mentioned objective of the study below: 
1. To find out metaphor use in Green Day songs. 
2. To analyze the meaning of each metaphor used in Green Day songs. 
 
1.4 Research Significance 
This study is expected for lovers and listeners of music to understand the 
metaphor in the lyrics of the song. Especially in the lyric of Green Day songs on 
the album “American Idiot”, so the listeners of the song from Green Day not only 
enjoy the song but also understand what the meaning of each song lyrics. It is also 
hoped that this study will provide information for anyone who will analyze the 
lyric of Green Day songs more detail. Finally, this study can help the student in 
semantic class to analyzing about metaphor. In addition, this study provides 
contribution for other researchers who are interested in doing further research in 
this area. 
 
1.5 Previous Study 
 Similar topic has been carried out by some people; they are used to 
support the theory. Some books and online journal which are relevant to the topic 
are also used to support the analysis. Some of the idea dealing with semantics and 
metaphors are reviewed. The researcher reviews some of studies of related about 
figurative language especially in metaphor, as follows: 
1.5.1  Sumolang (2015) Metaphor in Adele's Song Lyrics. His research 
aims to analyze the form of metaphor using Wahab's theory (1986) 
and the meaning of metaphor using Lakoff and Johnson's theory 
(1980) about goals and sources. In adele songs, Sumolang found 
metaphorical forms such as subjective nominative metaphors, 
predictive metaphors, nominative complementary metaphors, 





1.5.2 Imam Ahmad Fauzan (2015) The meaning of Metaphor in Bruno 
Mars Doo-Woops & Holigans Album. In his research there are two 
major concerns, those are to find the types metaphor and to analyze 
the meaning of sentence or word which consist metaphor. In his 
research, he used Larson‟s Theory to analyze about metaphor and 
used qualitative study as research method. In this analysis, found 
12 live metaphors and 4 dead metaphors, if shown on percentage 
75% for live metaphor and 25% for dead metaphor.  
1.5.3  Selvia Neilil Kamaliah (2013) Conceptual Metaphor in Mylo 
Xyoto Album by Coldplay. The aim of this research is to find out 
that the dominant conceptual used in this song lyrics. The result of 
this study is conceptual metaphor used in Mylo Xyloto, dominantly 
is about life, change, and love. Those include life is journey, 
changes are movement, purpose are destination, love is unity, love 
is war, love is struggle, states are location, and less is down. This 
research only focus on the dominant conceptual metaphor which 
belong to structural metaphor. This different from what the writer 
studies, because the writer analyzes the type of metaphorical 
expression, not only structural metaphor, but also the three types of 
metaphor.  
1.5.4  Ita Mustapa (2013) Metaphor in Maggie Stiefvater’s Lament the 
Faerie Queen’s Deception Novel. In her research there are two 
statement problems 1. What kinds of metaphor in Maggic 
Stiefvater‟s Lament the Faerie Queen‟s Deception Novel? 2. What 
are the contextual meanings of metaphor in Maggic Stiefvater‟s 
Lament the Faerie Queen‟s Deception Novel? To answer the 
questions, she uses metaphor theory by Koverces and contextual 
theory by Lyons. Descriptive analysis chosen by her as a research 
method. In this analysis, found 55 oreintaional metaphor, 19 
convetional metaphor, 48 ontological metaphor, 7 structural 




1.5.5 The research has been done by Siti Aisyah (2010) Metafora dalam 
lirik lagu Iwan Fals yang bertemakan kritik sosial. The aim of this 
research is to know the dominant of metaphorical expression which 
contains in the song lyrics, to find the most dominant of source 
domain which contain in the song lyrics. Moreover, the method of 
this research is qualitative method. The result of this research 
shows that dominant of metaphorical expression in the song lyrics 
of Iwan Fals is using figure of speech of metaphor, where a thing 
expressed through the other concept without using words like , as. 
This research also shows that the most dominant of source domain 
which contain in Iwan Fals song is the source domain of animal. 
There are eight songs using the metaphor of animal from nine 
songs that have been analyzed. This is different from what the 
writer studies. 
1.5.6 Research has been done by Sari (2007), Metaphor on The Song 
Lyrics of Enka in Besuto Hitto Daizenshu, the research published 
in Univerisat Indonesia. The aim of this research is to find out 
metaphor which contains in the song lyrics of Enka and to find out 
background of the using of the metaphor. The method used in this 
research is the qualitative method to analyzed the data. While the 
result of this research, the researcher found  the metaphors, those 
include life is journey, suffering is uphill road, suffering is 
rain/wind, suffering is cold, suffering is luggage, happiness is 
blooming flower, happiness sun, happiness is spring, happiness is 
sunny day, sadness is fall flowers, happiness is flower, hope is 
tomorrow, dream is flower, soul is the fire, soul is entity, life is 
entity, happiness is entity. Furthermore background of the using 
metaphor, related to the experience of Japanese with the 
environment. Japanese culture seen from the background of using 
metaphor are: (1) Proximity of Japanese people with nature, (2) 
there is sensitivity „aware‟, and (3) the concept of impermanence 
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„mujo‟. This research only analyzed from the type of structural 
metaphor, and connects to the culture in Japan. 
1.5.7 The research has been done by Yuliana (2015), Conceptual 
Metaphor Analysis in George W. Bush and Barack Obama 
Inaugural Address. The aim of this research is to elaborate the 
conceptual metaphors that lead to understand the meaning and also 
to convey their function of George W. Bush and Barack Obama‟s 
Inaugural address. The method of this research is qualitative 
method. There are 9 concept in inaugural address are revealed 
through the analysis of conceptual metaphor using mapping 
process. They are nation is person, crisis is sick, nation is family, 
problem is storm, fire is attack, spirit is fire, life is journey, 
relationship is planning, and time is person. This research is 
different from what the writer studies.  The research only analyzes 
from the type of structural metaphor and the function used in the 
speech. Whereas the writer analyzes the three types of conceptual 
metaphor.  
From the previous study above, there are some similarities and differences 
with this research such as from the object, theory and also from research method. 
The object of this research is only same with the first previous study, that is same 
analyzed about metaphor of song, as well as the second and third studies which 
the same analyzed about metaphor of song. While different with the fourth 
previous study because it is analyzed the metaphor of novel. Despite of the first 
previous study with this research have similarity object, but the genre of songs is 
different, the first one about pop common genre and the fourth previous study 
about novel.  
From the explanation above the similarities and differences between 
previous studies and this research, the writer thinks that there something which 
has more value in this research from than previous studies, that is choosing of 
genre song. Punk rock genre is chosen by the writer because very rarely used as a 
research object. Punk rock genre has many benefits. Listening extreme music has 
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been proven to reduce stress, irritability, and event provides a significant increase 
in the creative inspiration of the listener.  
 
1.6  Definition of key term 
 The writer gives some definition of key term to make clear and make 
avoid misunderstanding. 
 1.6.1 Metaphor 
Metaphor is figure of speech in which a word or expression normally 
used of one kind of object, action, etc. is extended to another (Matthews 
1997: 224). Metaphor is an implicit analogy which imaginatively identifies 
one subject with another and ascribes to the first one or more qualities of 
the second.  
 
 1.6.2 Lyric 
Lyric is a poem to expressing deep personal feelings in a way that is 
like a song (Webster, 2017). Lyric is not most important part of song 
because without lyric a song will be not created.  
 
 1.6.3 Song 
Song is a piece of music with word that is sung (Webster, 2017). In 
music, the song is a composition for voice performed by singing or 
alongside musical instrument. In every culture, a song is composed and 
performed for a different purpose.  
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